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Chapter 41 

She had always been the first to send a message between them and it was the first time that he had 

done so. 

"I’ll meet you at the underground garage after work tonight." 

Lucia was instantly overjoyed to see those words and a smile appeared on her face. 

So, August was waiting for her to go home together! She couldn’t hide her joy and held her phone 

happily for quite a while. 

Suddenly, the door of her office was pushed open and Emma walked in quickly. 

"Lucia, Carter wants to see you in her office now!" 

Seeing how nervous Emma looked, Lucia was stunned and asked, "Why? What’s wrong?" 

Emma shook her head, "I’m not sure, but Carter looks unhappy. You'd better hurry up and go over." 

Lucia turned serious when she heard that She immediately got up and walked out of the office, going 

directly to the supervisor’s office When she pushed open the door of the supervisor’s office and walked 

lit, Lucia saw three or four colleagues standing in a row, all with their heads down. 

Carter was sitting in her office chair. 

She glanced at Lucia with a sullen face and asked in a cold voice, "Are you working on the quarterly 

report?" 

Lucia hesitated for a moment and nodded. 

"Yes." 

Last night. 

Lisa stopped her after work and asked her to do overtime for the report, but she left directly and did not 

start doing it until she arrived at the office this morning. 

Carter forced back her anger, but her eyes were sharply fixed on Lucia. 

"I heard that the documents were handed over to you yesterday, yet you haven’t turned the report in 

today." 

Lucia was instantly stressed out and said, "Yes, but I…" 

“No buts!" 

Carter slapped her desk and interrupted Lucia unceremoniously. 

"Where did you get so many excuses? Do you know how many people are waiting to use the report? 

Just because you didn’t do it, the schedule of the whole team has been delayed!" 



Carter was usually quite forgiving about almost everything, but she was absolutely strict and meticulous 

about work Lucia lowered her head and couldn’t say a word. 

It was true that she had been given the task yesterday, but it was already the end of the day when Lisa 

told her. 

Even if she had started to do it then, it would have been too late to organize and file some of the 

documents and then do the report. 

you, don’t make excuses at any time! Not doing a good job is your 

then did the angry look on Carter’s face ease up 

and instructed in a deep voice, "Now that you are an administrative assistant, Lucia, whatever you do 

must be thoughtful.With 

was saying that in front of all those colleagues 

it quite embarrassing, She bit her lip and 

will keep 

eyes and saw Lisa standing next to 

she got to know what was going 

Lucia the 

had done it on purpose so that Lucia would fail to hand in the report and delay 

at Lisa 

glanced at her and instructed, "Go back to your work and finish the quarterly 

“Okay." 

replied, turned around and walked out of 

in the office just now also 

help but whine 

schedule has been delayed just because she didn’t finish 

know.And we got scolded by the 

like that with no intention to hide it from 

could hear everything, but she couldn’t say 

They were right. 

was because of her that their schedule was delayed She walked quickly back to her office, looked at the 

documents on her desk, and could not help hul sigh As she caught sight of her phone at the side, 



She had to finish the report as soon as possible.If she kept delaying the schedule and causing trouble for 

her colleagues, she was afraid that her situation in the Administration 

she intended to go back to work when suddenly, she heard footsteps 

almost all her colleagues in the department had left and the big lights outside had been turned off, so 

her mouse and unconsciously got 

alone in this large desk 

door, which was pushed open after a few seconds of silence Lucia’s eyes widened, and when she saw 

the man standing at the door, she suddenly heaved a sigh of relief 

are you doing 

the woman looked like she had 

"I didn’t mean that." 

secretly sighed in relief 

you had gone 

on his long legs and 

at the large pile of papers on the desk and the look in his eyes suddenly turned a little 

stared at Lucia from above, looking 

you love 

comment 

my work on time and delayed the 

casually put the paper bag 

"Eat first." 

the porridge and side dishes in the bag.Her 

to endure it because she was working overtime Lucia found it heart-warming and looked 

"Have you eaten?" 

slightly and gave the order, "Yeah.They’re just 

Chapter 43 

August paused as he held the invitation in his hand. 

"Yes," 

Seeing how hesitant he was, Lucia realized almost instantly that he was going to the event, but couldn’t 

go with her. 



After all, their relationship couldn’t be made public yet. 

She forced a smile and pretended that she didn’t mind it as she took the invitation he handed over and 

said, "I see" 

She looked down at the invitation, then raised her head and smiled at him, "I will be there, and I won’t 

make trouble for you then." 

After that, she stepped away and went up to the second floor. 

August watched the woman from behind as she pretended to be fine. 

His brows furrowed involuntarily and he had a strange feeling When her figure disappeared around the 

corner of the second floor, August picked up his phone and sent a message to Burton. 

"Go to PW tomorrow and order a ladies’ evening dress for Lucia." 

He was not a good husband to Lucia, so he could only try to make up for it in other ways. 

Time flew by and it was already Saturday. 

Lucia woke up without the man at her side. 

She wiped her face and hurried downstairs.Turner, where’s August?" 

She didn’t find the man after a quick look around. 

Turner answered while wiping the table, "Mr.Adams went out early, saying he has an appointment in 

the morning." 

"Oh." 

Lucia replied with some disappointment. 

The jewelry exhibition was starting in the afternoon. 

She had thought that August would be willing to take her with him at the last minute, even if they had to 

separate afterward, but she had never expected him to go out early in the morning. 

Turner looked at her like this and asked, "You have an event to attend today, Madam, don’t you?" 

Lucia said wanly, "Yes, a jewelry exhibition." 

have breakfast and 

Turner was, Lucia 

start 

have a proper dress for the event, so there was nothing 

Turner urging and persuading her, Lucia finally felt better and got up to have breakfast, Just at noon, 

Burton suddenly came over with a big flat box in his hands, which stood up and almost blocked the 

upper 



watching TV 

to see him come in 

"What are you…" 

put the box on the table and 

a dress Mr.Adams 

surprised, 

Burton nodded. 

order it the other 

feeling a 

the table and slowly opened 

with a bustier and nipped-in waist 

and shiny as far 

quite a while as if in a dream.She turned to Burton and 

Burton nodded his head. 

heart was pounding violently Growing up, she had never worn such a beautiful dress before! Turner, 

who came over to look at it couldn’t help but exclaim, "It’s so beautiful, Madar.You’ll look gorgeous in it! 

Mr.Adams 

Lucia felt her cheeks burning and 

try it on in her room, and only then did she head back to her room slowly with the box 

she had seen how 

already had her dress ordered, so how could she not be touched? Lucia happily changed into her dress, 

took a deep breath and pulled up 

mesmerized when she looked at herself in 

she would be so beautiful one 

she usually wore what she was comfortable with When she came down in her dress, Turner, who was 

waiting in the living room, couldn’t help but compliment 

also a bit surprised, quickly came to his 

grabbed his phone and took a picture of Lucia when she wasn’t looking, and sent it 

so beautiful in this dress, Madam.I’ll curl your hair later.You’ll be absolutely 

was red 



shyly, "You’re teasing 

not.I think Mr.Adams knows you best and 

felt that her cheeks were even hotter when she heard 

that even her ears turned 

stop teasing her The two of them were laughing 

Turner insisted on 

so she went to her 

August was a bit distracted as he sat at the table 

more details in the 

handed in front of 

Chapter 44 

Outside the Starlight, Lucia got out of the car. 

When she saw the crowd at the entrance of the venue, she felt a little scared from the bottom of her 

heart. 

The red carpet was laid from the entrance to the street and there were quite a few media reporters at 

the entrance. 

That was a much bigger scene than she had imagined. 

"Do you want me to go with you, Madam?" 

It was only when Burton’s voice came from behind her that Lucia came back to her senses. 

She turned her head around gently. 

"No, I can do it myself." 

She was simply interested in this exhibition, so she would leave after having a look at the jewelry and 

whatnot. 

After all, she wasn’t used to such an occasion. 

In her high heels, she stepped a lot more slowly than usual, which added a bit of elegance. 

At the entrance, the receptionist put a bracelet on her wrist when she showed the invitation. 

Once inside, the silver Starlight Hall came into view. 

The silver-gray irregular walls made it more artistic, spacious and bright. 

There were already a lot of people gathered there. 



Many transparent showcases were placed on both sides, which extended in parallel to the largest 

jewelry showcase. 

Lucia was excited and began to admire the jewelry in the showcases. 

knowledge of jewelry, 

hurt from walking in the nearly 10 cm 

rest area and the exhibition area were separated 

picked up a glass of juice and hesitated, looking at 

saw that others were all 

deep breath, paused for a moment, and finally gathered the courage to 

a familiar voice suddenly 

"Lucia?" 

with a start and 

she 

watched as Lucia 1 turned 

was with red lips and black hair in the gold silk dress that outlined 

thought it couldn’t be Lucia just now, only to find that it was! Lucia had been such a 

coming to this kind of occasion? Feeling jealous inside, Carol still managed to curl her 

are you 

she looked around and felt 

hadn’t expected to meet Carol here.She took a deep breath and replied 

here alone.What is 

see that Lucia did not want to 

and said, "Nothing.I’ve actually been meaning to meet you.And 

remembered that Carol and Archibald had come 

ask August for a favor back then, but she did it for the innocent employees of Man 

"You’re welcome." 

put down the plate in her hand and decided to 

she didn’t want to 

"Carol." 



suddenly came from the 

when he saw lucia next to Carol He froze at first and then his 

She just nodded at him slightly and turned to leave straight away Archibald watched her from behind Al 

that moment, he forgot that Carol was still standing beside him When he was with Lucia before, he 

him fiercely "What are you looking 

when he felt the pain in his arm that Archibald came to 

! was just wondering 

Chapter 45 

Now that the atmosphere had warmed up, the representative of the organizer was smart enough to 

stop asking further questions and show August other jewelry Seeing that the questioning session was 

over, quite a few of the beautiful ladies in the crowd were not satisfied and dispersed wistfully Lucia 

would have liked to keep following August, but she didn’t want to be so conspicuous when everyone 

else had dispersed. 

After all, she had said before she came here that she wouldn’t make any trouble for him. 

She stepped away to the side in a trance. 

Just as she crossed the exhibition area and reached the long table, a dark figure suddenly rushed over 

and the next thing she knew, her arm was hit hard, In her high heels, Lucia stumbled and almost fell. 

She tried hard to endure the pain. 

Before she could straighten up, she heard an apology "Sorry, I’m sorry." 

Lucia looked up and saw a uniformed waiter bowing at her as he apologized repeatedly. 

She was going to say that it was okay when she noticed that people around were looking at her in a 

strange way. 

She looked down to find a large brown and black stain on her dress. 

In a panic, she noticed the glass that had dropped on the floor and the sweet, creamy smell that filled 

the air Only then did she realize that it was a chocolate drink! Lucia looked at the large stain on her dress 

and instantly flushed, feeling the stares from onlookers. 

It was not a small stain that could be cleaned up easily. 

With this, not only did her dress get dirty, but she would also lose face. 

Just when she didn’t know what to do, the waiter next to her suddenly came forward. 

"I’m really sorry.Let me wipe it for you!" 

With that, he took a square towel and began to wipe it. 

However, it was thick hot chocolate, which became more and more obvious. 



As he wiped it, the stain got much larger. 

Lucia frowned and hurriedly backed up. 

"No, please stop it." 

But unexpectedly, the waiter refused to let go of her dress. 

"Sorry, I will definitely clean it for you." 

said that, he pulled the hem 

already found it 

that, she lost her balance and fell 

loud cracking sound attracted the attention 

sat up, only to find that people 

three 

did she make a fool of herself, but her situation was made even worse by the fact that no one 

did you fall off your 

came up to help 

Lucia, as the one involved, knew exactly what he had just 

anger and flung his 

"Don’t you touch me!" 

said that, more whispers came from the crowd 

watching, and none 

August was talking with someone from 

when he 

saw a familiar figure in gold and his eyes were 

figure stumbling to her feet look so much like Lucia? He knitted his brows, put down his glass quickly, 

and slightly 

"Excuse me." 

long legs and strode toward the commotion 

dress, which was now even dirtier after she had just fallen onto the floor and got 

moment, without even thinking about it Luckily, August didn’t see it.She took a deep breath and wanted 

to hide in the 



all secretly looking at her with 

hell 

voice suddenly came from 

an unruly man, 

and saw Jamie coming 

aggressive as if he 

could react, she saw him grab the waiter’s neck with 

now, which made him look less feminine and more like a cocky young 

I didn’t mean 

waiter was instantly scared out of his 

a weak voice, not even daring 

help but 

it, I didn’t mean to beat 

waiter, Lucia got 

Jamie suddenly stopped. 

go of the waiter and shoved the 

He turned around to look at Lucia and said in a softer 

Chapter 046 

After a while, she stopped crying and wiped her tears. 

Just then, there was a knock at the door "Open the door for the dress." 

Lucia opened the door and saw Jamie handing over a little dress, "This is a dress the organizer 

prepared.It’s clean.Check the size." 

Lucia took a look. It was an M.just right for her She took the dress and found that Jamie was not so 

unpleasant when she looked at him again, "Thanks.” 

Hearing that, Jamie raised his eyebrows. 

"There is no need to say thanks between you and me." 

Lucia was surprised. 

Were they close enough? At this point, she was not in the mood to look deeper into his words. 

She closed the door behind her, locked it, and then began to change. 



This little white dress was a most ordinary and simple one and it’s her size. 

Although it wasn’t gorgeous, it was much better than going out in her dirty dress. 

She folded up her dress and put it in a bag before pushing open the door to get out of the room. 

At the door, Jamie leaned lazily against the wall. 

When he saw Lucia coming out, a smile appeared on his face Lucia took a deep breath. 

She couldn’t resist the urge to say thank you again. 

"Mr.Nordhaus…" 

Jamie frowned at the way she called him. 

He interrupted her with some dissatisfaction. 

"Didn’t you just call me by my name? Why are you changing your mind so quickly?" 

Lucia twitched her lips, not knowing what to say in reply. 

"From now on, just call me by my first name." 

With that, Jamie suddenly took two steps forward, directly approaching her, and smiled. 

"Let’s go.It’s so boring here.I’ll take you to dinner." 

Lucia took a deep breath and said softly, "I’d better go home." 

raised his eyebrows and teased 

do you have the heart 

he had never been 

"Sorry, but I’m already married.What she meant was that she was married and would not accept 

that, Jamie looked at 

competent.He watched you being 

stiffened at once.She looked 

"You… you know?" 

anything if I want 

Jamie paused. 

I was surprised when I first learned of your relationship with August When the word "August" came out 

of his mouth, Lucia was 

Lucia breathed heavily. 

stared at him and said seriously, "Please 



lips and 

not something to 

a 

"Anyway, just don’t!" 

it more interesting when he saw how annoyed the 

to promise me one 

took a 

"You name it." 

do it today.You can 

He drawled deliberately. 

without thinking about it, "Okay, 

most was that Jamie would talk about her relationship with August everywhere, That would cause 

August a 

agreed, Jamie 

"Then it’s a deal." 

her head and replied, 

choice but to do what he wanted When 

went back to the exhibition 

the venue was exciting, and 

the side, watching 

group of people happened 

representative of the organizer 

by side 

she suddenly smiled and said 

his lips into a 

watched them as 

clutched her dress, feeling upset 

that they were about to come over, she took a step back to make 

to sense something and turned 



she saw the man turning to her, but unexpectedly, August only gave her a glance and looked 

them walk by in front of 

the man from behind, she bit her lip and 

Chapter 47 

Burton who was driving, immediately slammed on the brakes, changed lanes, and turned around at the 

intersection The rain and wind outside didn’t have a tendency to stop Instead, it was getting heavier and 

stronger. 

August looked out of the window at the misty view and couldn’t help but knit his brows Soon the car 

returned to the Starlight Plaza, but the place where Lucia had been was empty now! August pushed 

open the door and got out of the car Burton hurriedly came out with umbrellas and held one up for him 

Burton looked around without finding Lucia Where is she? The look in August’s eyes grew more sullen. 

He took the other umbrella from Burton and said in a deep voice, Split up and look!" 

Ahchool Lucia sat in the car and sneezed several times in a row. 

Here re some tissues. 

A gentle male voice came along, followed by a pack of tissues handed to her. 

Lucia pulled out a few as she said.”Thank you." 

She had waited for a long time by the road outside the Starlight Plaza without stopping a taxi. 

Just when she was desperate, a car suddenly drove by. 

Its window was rolled down, revealing Bishop, August’s brother She had no choice but to get into his 

car. 

When she saw the car going down an unfamiliar road. 

Lucia couldn’t help but ask, "Where are we going now?" 

Next to her, Bishop curved his lips at her and said unhurriedly, "Let’s find a place for you to take a warm 

shower and change Lucia subconsciously refused. 

"No… thanks.I’ll just go straight home." 

Her dress was almost soaked and she was cold from head to toe. 

Although it was uncomfortable, she didn’t want to cause trouble for Bishop. After all, they had only met 

twice and didn’t really know each other well. 

"You will catch a cold if you go back like this.I have an apartment nearby.Let’s go there.It’s no trouble." 

Hearing that, Lucia couldn’t refuse anymore. 

She looked down at her wet dress and nodded. 

"Well then, thank you’ 1 Bishop suddenly chuckled when he heard that. 



"Sure.You are my sister-in-law.I’m just doing what I should do." 

Lucia paused when she heard the words ’sister-in-law and then smiled at him in embarrassment. 

indeed Soon the car entered a 

in with Bishop and his man and 

door open 

all black, white 

When Lucia got inside. 

at the door.You can change into them.There are brand new clothes in the guest room over there.You 

can find something right for you.And there is hot water, so you 

that she walked into the guest 

face slowly turned cold when he saw the door 

a moment, ne slightly tilted his head 

make some 

"Yes, Siri “ 

dried her hair with 

and pants in the closet and put them on before getting 

wheelchair and reading the magazine in his hands 

his long eyelashes 

like August, they were 

gentle and quiet But it must be admitted that the Adams family had strong 

excellent and brilliant that people could not take 

gaze, Bishop looked up and saw 

and casually closed the magazine in 

feel warmer? I told Bob to make you some ginger tea.You 

he was looking at and saw 

hot ginger 

on her 

the side, Bishop suddenly asked, "You went to the jewelry exhibition today, 

Lucia nodded. 



had happened at the venue, she looked 

weren’t you with 

"Because he…" 

to say and bit her 

be 

disappointment on Lucia’s face, "In fact, he 

surprised to hear Bishop speak for 

old house, August wasn’t so nice to 

couldn’t help but ask curiously, "I’ve always wanted to ask you.Why did you and 

case, they were 

curled his lips into a bitter smile and paused for a moment before he spoke, "Because we are not full 

when she 

"Huh?" 

said lightly, "We are half-brothers, born of the same 

Chapter 48 

Turner saw August.She immediately stepped forward, cautiously asking, "What exactly is going on here, 

Sir?" 

With a cold look on his face, August frowned as his lips parted slightly. 

"Nothing." 

After that, he turned around directly and went into the study. 

Turner stood in the corridor, puzzled. 

Why were they like that? Did they fight? With a deep sigh, Turner stepped slowly down the stairs, The 

rain kept falling without stopping. 

As it got dark, the sky outside became even more oppressive. 

’The house was brightly lit. 

Turner got dinner ready, wiped her hands, and went upstairs to tell Lucia and August to have dinner. 

Outside the bedroom, she knocked gently on the door. 

"Dinner is ready, Madam." 

She knocked several times in a row, but there was no response from inside. 



Turner felt that something was wrong, so she slowly pushed the door open and went into the room. 

In the room, the lights were all off and Lucia seemed to be sleeping. 

Turner came closer and called several times, but Lucia still didn’t respond. 

She had no choice but to turn on the lamp on the bedside table. 

Lucia huddled under the covers, with only her face exposed. 

She was pale and seemed to be cold, shivering slightly Turner was startled and hurriedly reached out to 

feel the heat of Lucia. 

She found it boiling hot as soon as she put the back of her hand on Lucia’s forehead! "Madam!" 

Her intuition told her that Lucia had a fever. 

Without hesitation, she immediately took a smart thermometer and checked it. 

As expected, it was about 102 degrees Fahrenheit! She didn’t dare to delay and ran to the study at once. 

"Bad news, Sir! Mrs.Adams has a fever!" 

August was flipping through some papers. 

He was startled when he heard Turner’s voice. 

"What?" 

stood at the door of 

a fever! About 102 degrees 

August knitted his eyebrows. 

up abruptly and strode toward the bedroom on his long legs without hesitation August pushed the door 

open and 

when he saw the 

immediately ordered, "Turner, 

said yes and immediately went 

hot as expected! Looking at the woman on the bed, 

she wouldn’t have gotten wet and cold, would she? Soon, the family 

he immediately told Turner to control Lucia’s temperature physically and gave Lucia some 

up, and make sure 

the bedroom, August listened to the doctor’s orders and 

"Okay.I got it." 



family doctor of the Adams was a regular 

health of the Adams family since August was a kid.He 

walked Dr Lambert 

couldn’t help but ask, "Is she 

Lambeit often went to do physical examination for 

on here August paused 

like a good girl, better than the 

the way 

on the shoulder before he turned to go downstairs 

stood where 

watched De Lambert from behind and what the doctor had said just now Tingered in his mind Di 

Lambert knew that August had been with Jeanne before the words he had just said were obviously 

directed 2 at Jeanne August frowned, feeling inexplicably fretful The 

the sky For some reason, she woke up 

her and drank most of it, which made her feel 

"Click" 

of the room was 

as 

August coming in The two of them looked at each other and it was 

over and said before she did, 

directly reached out his hand to feel the 

stood there still, without dodging 

gotten over what had 

with her temperature, August looked at Lucia who did not 

go 

since 

to have something, or she might get too weak Lucia 

pulled her hand out 

can walk by 



that the woman was still upset from her 

at Lucia 

overshadowed her when he stood in 

took a deep breath and said 

leave you 

it 

Chapter 49 

August paused and promised, "Okay, we will come to see you if we have time." 

After a few words of coaxing and persuasion, he hung up the phone. 

Putting away the phone, August looked over at Lucia and said, "Grandma wants to see us at the old 

house this afternoon.Do you want to go there?" 

Lucia nodded without hesitation "Yes." 

She knew how nice Grandma was to her. 

It was a good idea to go and see the old lady since they had nothing to do in the afternoon. 

After lunch, they briefly dressed up and went straight to the old house by car. 

When they arrived at the gate of the old house, Lucia saw Grandma standing there with support and 

waving at them as soon as she got out of the car Lucia was so touched that she immediately walked up 

to the old lady Seeing her, Grandma immediately reached out to take her hand and asked her, "How are 

you? Are you feeling better?" 

Lucia smiled nicely, "My fever has gone.I’ll be fine after taking my medicine on time for a few days." 

Heaning that, Grandma nodded with a smile and pulled her into the living room. 

August followed behind them. 

The look on his face eased up unconsciously. 

"Lucia, I specially told them to prepare some tonic products, like bird’s nest and old ginseng.They are all 

good for you.You can take them with you when you go back and tell Turner to cook them for you.You 

need to get stronger these days." 

Lucia had just sat down on the couch when she heard Grandma say that.She was both touched and 

amused. 

"I’m good, Grandma.You can keep them for yourself.I’m young and healthy.I don’t need them!" 

"Of course, you do.You need to get stronger to have a baby!" 

Lucia paused. 



Only when she saw the meaningful smile on Grandma’s face did she realize what the old lady was talking 

about. 

Grandma reached out to take Lucia’s hand and smiled softly. 

"Don’t be shy.Women have to go through this.You and August should work harder so that I can have a 

grandson sooner!" 

Hearing that, Lucia subconsciously raised her eyes to look at August who was sitting opposite her. 

warm blush rise to her cheeks and 

said in a seemingly serious manner, "Did you hear what I just said, August? Give me a 

August frowned. 

he curved his lips into a smile and answered, "No problem, 

his promise, Grandma smiled 

is 1 

in her eyes, Lucia 

and gossiped a 

boxes of tonic products taken out and stuffed into the trunk of their car before she 

Lucia could think about was what Grandma had said to her about the baby The car went down 

clear his throat when he saw that the woman beside him just stared 

you 

with a start and her cheeks 

"No-nothing." 

she was thinking 

"Don’t take what Grandma 

clear, Lucia could tell 

held her hands together tighter, and gathered the courage to speak, "Actually, I won’t 

of the Adams family, it was only natural 

on the steering wheel 

suddenly became more serious and he didn’t say anything for 

She was too 

which was 



saw that the number was marked 

hung up directly Lucia 

a deep voice, "It’s about business.I’ll call 

nodded and 

the house, August got out 

tonic products away, he stood in 

"Peter, what’s up?" 

Lytton is okay.The information of the kidney donor 

that, his grip on the phone tightened 

for a few seconds before he 

"Okay." 

the call, August felt a bit stressed as if a large stone had suddenly been 

he saw Turner and Lucia busy putting 

Turner said something. 

blush, 

Chapter 50 

As in previous Founding Day team-building activities, the executives also attended, but they never 

interacted with the employees, so she wasn’t sure if August would go with them. 

Looking at her sparkling eyes, August paused and asked, "Do you want me to go with you?" 

Lucia said with a thoughtful expression, "We play games every year at this event.But I have never seen 

you participate in one of the games among employees." 

August said softly. 

"I can come if you want me to." 

Considering how much he owed her, he wanted to satisfy her with this small request. 

Lucia’s face lit up when she heard him say that. 

She had never seen August play a game in the past, but now it seemed like she was about to see it for 

the first time, The next morning. 

Lucia got up and went to work as usual. 

Not long after arriving at the company, she received a notification email from the President’s Office. 



It was just two days before the company’s Founding Day, and the email specified what to bring and the 

location and time of the team-building activity. 

It brought both joy and sorrow to the company when the news broke. 

Some people looked forward to it, and some people didn’t. 

Lucia heard many different voices in the tea room when she went there to get some water. 

When she picked up her teacup and was about to leave, Lisa Miller, who was beside her, suddenly said, 

"Guess what, I have another exciting news." 

"What exciting news?" 

"This time, Mr.Adams will also join us in our team-building activities.Unlike previous years, he will live 

and eat with us on an equal basis and interact more with employees!" 

"Really? Our iceberg president didn’t even take a break during team building last year.I heard that he 

even held a video conference with foreign businessmen in the hotel!" 

Seeing that others didn’t believe it, Lisa Miller said with certainty, "Really! It’s 100% true!" 

There was skepticism among everyone and they started discussing and arguing. 

Lucia took a deep breath and walked out of the tea room. 

Lucia and asked, "Lucia, what 

breath 

her yesterday, he should follow through on 

Emma smiled. 

if Mr.Adams came with 

words, Lucia began to envision August playing 

across her face as she thought 

at noon? A cafe just opened next door and I heard it’s 

at 

break was only half an hour 

as she 

screen of her phone, she was a little surprised and felt 

calling! In a rush, she put her phone 

take a call first and then 

turned around and entered the office, 



urgent matter? The deep voice of a man could be heard over there "What do you want to eat for lunch 

Lucia was stunned for a 

now that there is a cafe that 

without hesitation, "I 

was unexpected of him to invite her to dinner like this "Uh"Lucia blinked and asked softly, 

August said quietly. 

I’ll take you to the hospital after dinner for a complete health examination Hearing this, Lucia answered 

hesitantly,"Ok 

down in twenty minutes.I’ll wait 

"OK" 

just said, a little surprised What made him decide to take her to the hospital for a health examination? 

After a few seconds, Lucia suddenly recalled yesterday’s visit to his great grandma at the old house At 

that time, the 

going to take her to the hospital 

mind, and her cheeks flushed red Suddenly, the 

have you decided 

smiled apologetically at 

so I might not be able to join you 

"Okay, maybe next time." 

patted her hot cheeks, took a deep breath, packed her things, and prepared to leave Upon arriving at 

the underground garage, August got in the 

the cafe she mentioned, she was afraid they would meet many company colleagues there, "OK: August 

started the car and drove straight away They finally chose a French 

and August walked in and sat 

sure what to order, 

special steak.It 

introduced the dishes to her, 

tugging at her skirt, about 

glanced around but didn’t 

big round eyes and 


